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1.

The Digital Divide

The catchphrase of the “digital divide” has evolved into a central point of reference
for policymakers and IT practitioners alike. It provides an imaginative shorthand for
the multiple imbalances that characterize the diffusion of novel information and
communication technologies (ICTs) along income, gender, age and many other
socioeconomic categories. The numbers are well-known and widely published:


At the beginning of 2000 USA, Europe and Japan account for more than
96% of Internet hosts in the world and their combined share has even slightly
risen since 1998;1



The already tiny share of Internet hosts in Sub-Sahara Africa has sharply
fallen between 1998 and 2000 to 0.25 % of total Internet hosts, while the
growth in real terms has more or less stagnated;2



80% of Internet hosts are located in countries that speak English as their first
language;3



The total of international Internet bandwidth for Africa, the aggregate size of
the “data pipes” to other countries is less than that of Ankara;4



In 1998, 94 out of the 100 most visited websites were located in the US. 5

Without any doubt, these numbers are disconcerting but not unexpected. They closely
mirror a myriad of other global disparities with regard to income, consumption of
natural resources, ownership of patents, etc.6 Taken as stand-alone figures, these
numerical snapshots of the digital divide can be even misleading. They tend to evoke
strong reactions of two sorts:
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The skeptical variant, which denies the immediate importance of these ICT
inequities with a strong “important are teachers and vaccines, not computers”
type of response;7 and,



The “actionist” variant, which advocates the mobilization of resources on a
massive scale and the establishment of a conducive regulatory economic
environment to narrow the gap in ICT ownership and skills.8

These admittedly very stylized antipodes nurture each other and frame a very
passionate but somewhat detached debate of the digital divide. However, in their
myopic focus on the ICT resource gap they both highlight the need to move beyond
the mapping of digital inequities and scrutinize both the transformational dynamics
triggered and opportunities afforded by novel ICT in concrete applications and with
regard to overarching goals of human development. This article speculates on the
impact of the global digital divide with regard to participation of non-state actors in
global governance processes. This specific application has been chosen for mainly
three reasons:


Much of the hopes for a benign transformative impact of ICT are pinned on
this type of political grass-roots empowerment;



The precarious temptation to infer structural social transformations from
specific technological properties appears to be particularly strong in this
area; and,



The transformation of global governance regimes from state-centered
systems towards greater complexity and involvement by non-state actors has
received much attention and developed into a preeminent research area for
International Relations (IR) research.

Given the scope of this paper and the speculative nature of the topic, it will only be
able to offer a number of anecdotal observations and grainy hypothesis, that, while
diverging somewhat from the mainstream thinking on the digital divide, are neither
less substantiated nor less plausible than the conventional lines of reasoning. It is
hoped that these think-bites will shed some light on a rarely discussed political
dimension of the digital divide. The debate may contribute to a more integrative and
sustained policy agenda that goes beyond mere resource mobilization if attention is
drawn to some of the political and economic co-ordinates that impact the role of nonstate actors in harnessing ICT for participation in global governance regimes.
2.

Civil Society, Global Governance and the Internet

The conjuncture of two major trends has vastly expanded the role of non-state actors
in global decision-making processes. First, the proliferation of economic, social, and
political transborder interdependencies has significantly diminished the autonomy of
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the nation state and made international co-operation a prerequisite for effective
policy-making in many areas.9 This has given rise to a proliferation of international
fora and negotiations which, although primarily state centered, also serve as focal
points and lobby/networking infrastructure for non-state actors.10
Second, civil society organizations have gained significant weight in the political
process for various reasons including historical ones (their acclaimed role in toppling
communist regimes across East and Central Europe in the 1980s 11), functional ones
(growing appreciation as partners for implementing policies, information providers
and generators of social cohesion and trust 12) or normative ones (shifting conception
of political legitimacy, which accords a greater role to alternative forms of
participation, devolved collective decision making and self-governance beyond the
conventional political process).13 In other words, both global decision-making and the
involvement of non-state actors are on the rise and inspire academic scholarship
across various disciplines.14
Both growing interdependence and the ascent of non-state actors are interlinked with
the emergence of a global information and communication infrastructure.
Coordinating economic activities on a global scale is predicated upon fast and cheap
global communication as is of course the globalization of the media and the working
of international political regimes itself.15 By the same token, plummeting costs of
computing power, the emergence of the Internet as global information space and
medium for one-to-many modes of communication have lowered the organization
costs for civil society organizations and boosted their mobilizing and lobbying
capacities. It is this grass-roots democratization of communication and information
flows, which holds the promise to free civil society from the straightjacket of
overzealous state censorship or corporately controlled mass media and equip them to
successfully enter the fray of negotiations in international governance regimes.16
Despite being mainly relegated to consultative status, their impact should not be
underestimated in a world that is more and more understood to function along lines of
“softpower.”17 The capacities to frame issues, to shape cognitive templates and
agendas, to focus public attention, mobilize support and forge issue coalitions are
increasingly recognized as strategic resources in a context of complex global
interdependencies, where reliance on hegemonic economic or military prowess alone
can be rather costly or ineffective. Information and the capacity to access, process and
disseminate it with strategic timing lies at the heart of this jostling for the limelight
and legitimacy on the international stage.18 And the Internet has significantly
leveraged these capacities for civil society organizations.
At least this is how one strand of theorizing goes—and parts of it appear to hold up
well to the emerging evidence: Analyses of transnational advocacy networks for
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human rights, environment and gender issues find a significant impact of these
coalitions on shaping international norms, regime structures and policy-making in the
respective issue areas.19 These findings are corroborated by a growing number of case
studies on international regimes, including the spectacular civil society success stories
with regard to banning landmines 20 and stopping the Multilateral Investment
Agreement.21 The direct causal impact of a diverse and pervasive medium like the
Internet on all these activities is almost impossible to establish. Nevertheless all
studies seem to agree that the Internet fulfils a significant supportive, if not necessary
function.22
3.

The Digital Divide and International Governance

What does this mean for developing countries and the global digital divide? For a
start, it appears quite straightforward to argue that the lack of access to these novel
communication and information technologies diminishes the possibilities to get heard
and participate relative to stakeholders that have the resources to quickly adopt these
novel technologies. One would argue that, while civil society in rich industrialized
countries is able to catch-up somewhat with governments and transnational business
in terms of information competence, civil society in developing countries is falling
even further behind.
At closer inspection this argument needs some qualifications, since it appears to lean
precariously towards an overly simplistic conception of communication and
information flows. In particular it fails to consider the multiplicity of technical tools
and social arrangements that process and move information, the interlocked nature of
these arrangements and hence the various organizational possibilities for
consolidating and articulating political claims. True, from an idealist democratic point
of view the target of one voice—one computer might maximize democratic
participation in electronic communication networks for global governance. Needless
to say that this is not feasible. Nor would it be a sufficient condition for a substantive
democratic process, given other inequities in information access, processing
capacities, time resources etc.
From a strategic perspective it appears more desirable to focus on the collective
arrangements that exist to pick up the voices on the ground, bundle them and feed
them into the political process.23 This perspective directs attention to the many
intermediaries that make up this communication conduit: grass-roots organizations on
the village or community level that are linked with domestic advocacy groups, which
in turn network with international NGOs. The mechanisms that sustain information
flows across these interwoven networks are manifold: face-to-face communication in
personalized interaction within social and professional networks, preparation and
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distribution of written material, community radio etc. In a very simplified way the
corresponding information chain might look like this:

Of course this stylized conception diverges from reality in many important respects:
Relationships are not necessarily cascading or hierarchical, the shift from local to
domestic to international does rarely correspond with organizational boundaries. The
chart might rather be read as the idealized procedural sequence that translates
individual needs into concrete political claims to be fed into a specific international
bargaining process by civil society. It shall be argued that the cluster of domestic
aggregation is the pivotal sector to look at, when assessing the impact of the digital
divide on voice in global governance. It is the networking of a myriad of grass-roots
initiative, the bundling of voices into demands and claims and the process of feeding
them into international advocacy networks, where a potential digital divide can wreak
most havoc.
For the “community  grass-roots organization”-link, conventional modes of
communication and information engrained into a fine mesh of personalized relations,
social and professional networks, relative frequent contact etc. offer viable
alternatives to ICT based information exchange.24 However, these means cannot
compete with the times-space compression achieved by the Internet. Information
flows from remote insular communities can be infrequent; transmission might be slow
relative to the chronopolitics of the global.25 Nevertheless, complex emergencies that
require immediate action aside, the absence of sophisticated Internet based
technologies does not seem to stand much in the way of maintaining information
flows between the community and articulating needs from the grass-roots level
upwards. A digital divide might exist, but this is not automatically a broken link in
communication and information flows.
Likewise, the digital divide in its common conception as ICT disparities between
developing and developed countries does not appear to play much of a role in the
“international advocacy network  international regime”- link. The argument here
goes the other way round: it is not the availability of alternative established modes of
communication that render the digital divide less important, it is rather that there is no
significant disparities in access to ICT in the first place, when it comes to
international civil society advocacy networks vis-à-vis other stakeholders such as
international business etc. Building on falling ICT prices and aided by the emergence
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of numerous free services for E-mail, website hosting, discussion groups, the Internet
has become a pervasive and ubiquitous tool for international civil society networks.
It is beyond the scope of the paper to elaborate on the available cyber repertoire,
which ranges from information networking based on topic-oriented mailing lists or
mobilizing via E-mail alert to building an alternative information platform on the
web. The digital infrastructure to support international advocacy networks is well
developed. Mailing and discussion lists exist for every conceivable topic or can on
demand be set up through free, easy-to-use online services. International advocacy
networks have established vast websites, compiling extensive amounts of information,
providing interactive services and up-to-date news coverage.
Most importantly umbrella aggregators such as OneWorld or Eldis have evolved to
provide a platform for content and web presentations by a myriad of smaller
organizations.26 Taken together free Internet services and the ICT resources of
international advocacy networks provide a solid installed base of ICT infrastructure
that can be harnessed by domestic advocacy groups in developing countries.
4.

The Pivotal Role of Domestic Aggregation and Domestic Policies

Alternative means for information transmission on the grass roots level, on the one
hand, and the availability to borrow ICT infrastructures for the last linkage between
international networks and international regime, on the other hand, point to the
importance of the information and communication capacities at the layer of domestic
aggregation of voices. It is here, where the digital divide might possibly matter most.
Solid empirical evidence on the diffusion of ICT within this sector is very difficult to
come by. Two general observations, which make the digital divide appear in a
different light, should be borne in mind however:


Civil society organizations in many countries around the world are overproportionally middle-class phenomena, suggesting an above average skill
and income level that put the disparaging overall inequities in Internet
diffusion somewhat in perspective. This is not to say that the endowment
with basic ICT is sufficient. Many organizations are woefully starved of
resources. However, the gap appears to be smaller than the aggregate
country-level number crunching with regard to ICT might suggest;



More importantly, accepting the assumption that the crucial link is the
domestic aggregation of voice and the embeddedness of the aggregating
agents into international advocacy networks redirects the analysis of
representation in global governance to the enabling and disabling factors for
domestic aggregation.
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In other words, the conditions for a thick and vital civil society are a great deal more
important for participation in global governance than the incidence of digital
inequities. Scholars from various disciplines have come to the quite consensual
insight that the existence of a thriving civil society is very much a function of
domestic factors. Explanatory power is accorded to a host of structural variables such
as ethnic and socioeconomic configurations, historical trajectories of nation-building
and, most importantly for our analysis, the characteristics of the political regime and
the political space as shaped by the incumbent government.27
Domestic laws, policies and political practices pertaining to freedom of organization
and expression provide the framework for civil society activities. It is quite
straightforward that outright oppression of civil society organizations is severely
constraining the public space for political claim making. However, the thickening of
civil society and their ability to amplify grass-roots voices and feed them into
international networks is also highly contingent on a variety of more subtle enabling
and disabling factors, such as media policies, freedom of information practices within
the domestic bureaucracy, co-operative or confrontational policy styles etc.
What are the implications of these points for the debate on the digital divide? The
paramount importance of domestic factors for the functioning of civil society
highlights the domestic political responsibility for a civil society voice in global
decision-making. Domestic policy makers in repressive regimes, who routinely join in
the choir of complaints about asymmetric representation of cultures and languages on
the Internet, can effectively strengthen the digital engagement of their communities by
removing roadblocks to civil society activity. Very often, it is domestic divides in
political participation rather than inequities in the global distribution of the Internet
that shape the strength of the voices of domestic civil society in global governance
processes. Putting useful administrative and political information online, such as legal
texts, draft regulations, proceedings of meetings and hearings, planning material or
environmental indicators, creates a strong pull-effect for online political engagement.
Removing legal barriers to the formation of civil society organizations, promoting a
political climate of openness, deliberation and freedom of speech and involving civil
society more closely in the design and implementation of public policies provide
powerful stimulants for developing an organizational infrastructure for voice,
engagement and advocacy. These enabling provisions will also enhance participation
and visibility of domestic actors in global governance processes.
5.

From Digital Divide to Digital Opportunity?

So far it has been argued that the digital inequities as referred to by the concept of the
digital divide do not in themselves significantly alter the existing asymmetric patterns
of representation in global governance processes and that it is the domestic conditions
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for civil society activity that are important in the first place. While this establishes the
primary responsibility of domestic policy-making, it also raises the question to what
extent a closing of the digital divide could compensate for an adverse domestic
political environment and other constraints. Three interrelated effects, each discussed
in more depth below, might be possible. Enhanced endowment with ICT could:


Help to outmaneuver domestic political control mechanisms on the flow of
information;



Stimulate political engagement and civil society activity in general; and,



Substitute for a possible weak link to international advocacy channels and
disintermediate the information flows to the public and other participants in
the governance regime.

ICT to Outwit Domestic Government Control on Information Flows?
Popular reviews of Internet technologies brim with enthusiasm over the alleged grassroots empowerment the Internet offers. State control over information flows, the story
goes, is rendered ineffective. “The Net routes around censorship” is a popular
comment that acknowledges technical properties as inherently liberating and defying
central control.28
However, these assumptions require some qualifications: First, the Internet, at least in
its current form, is far from a non-hierarchical network. Core functions such as the
Internet Domain Name System, which enables navigating in cyberspace, or the clientserver architecture, with end users (client) gaining access to the Internet and sending
all data through a specific gateway node (server) are essentially hierarchical or at
least perform gatekeeping functions, thereby multiplying vulnerable entry points for
monitoring of data traffic, surveillance of individual online behavior or interruption
of connectivity to end users/websites.29
True, technologies exist that allow one to remain anonymous, prevent interception of
E-mail communication or route around blocked websites. Most of the time however
these technologies are confined to a technology-savvy cyber elite.30 Publicly stated
commitment to monitoring of the Internet coupled with often draconian sanctions and
showcase seizures, provide a sufficient level of credible deterrence. The average
Internet user does not command the technical competence and confidence to
safeguard her information privacy and anonymity in what is often perceived as a
technology race between an IT-savvy regime and the development of subversive
online tools. Censorship cannot be watertight, but raising the barrier for the bulk of
Internet users is possible and relatively effective.31
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ICT as Political Stimulant?
It is very doubtful whether the Internet can act as an independent stimulant for
political engagement. A growing body of literature suggests that the Internet can act
as an amplifier or inhibitor of existing predispositions but it is unlikely to create them.
It might lower the transaction and organization costs for civil society and thus deliver
a formidable boost to the mobilization of existing networks across vast physical
spaces, but it neither appears to be a sufficient condition for the creation of these
networks, nor does it automatically install a deliberative democratic culture among its
users.32
But what about the impact of access to alternative information? Does this pull more
people into civil society activism? True, the Internet can enhance the flow and
distribution of alternative information, provided the state does not follow a heavyhanded regulatory approach. However, it should rather be argued that this boils down
to an electronic supplement of existing political rumor mills and a gateway to
alternative views for people who have been actively engaged with these issues before.
The new Internet user, who is disinterested in political affairs, will rather explore the
playboy- and mtv.coms than the bbc- or amnesty.orgs of the new information worlds.
Furthermore, the transformative impact of access to critical international information
is often exaggerated. External information can often not be readily fed into the
domestic discourse. Building on understandable post-colonial nationalist sentiments,
political regimes have over time instituted a number of informal rhetoric defenses that
have become firmly entrenched in the domestic political discourse. Information from
external sources is branded as neo-colonial, infringing on state sovereignty, driven by
vested interest, ignorant and disrespectful of a cultural or political otherness. While
much of this rhetoric is revealed by informed civil society opinion leaders as such, it
has made its mark on the domestic popular debates, instilling a great deal of suspicion
about “Western” criticism, forcing even the domestic messengers to tread very
carefully so as not to convey the image of a henchman of foreign powers.
In the long-term a genuine stimulant for civil society activism might arise from a very
unlikely place: the very popular chat rooms and free discussion lists. While these fora
are rarely explicitly political they facilitate, doubtlessly aided by the anonymity they
grant to participants, informal chat and uninhibited exchange about what are often
very personal issues. These acts of finding out about like-minded people with similar
problems, demands and interests can support a learning process, in which problems
that were previously experienced as singular and particular to one‟s private lifeworld
become understood as wide-spread and eventually systemic deficiencies of a specific
social, economic configuration.33 Informal apolitical anonymous chat might in the
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long-run build up grass-roots political ferment. This however appears to be a rather
distant and long-term transformative option.
ICT to Amplify Voice in International Arena?
To what extent can increased Internet use within civil society of developing countries
substitute for insufficient inclusion in international advocacy networks? This is a very
interesting and important question. It relates to a concern that is often raised by critics
of a strong role for civil society in global governance processes. According to this
view, the structures of international advocacy have been established and continue to
be operated by a number of undemocratic, unaccountable Western NGOs, which only
reflect the narrow band of “luxury” values of a small elitist Western clientele. For the
sake of the analysis here, the argument, which is susceptible to criticism from various
angles, will be taken at face value.
Let us assume civil society organizations in developing countries want to press issues
that do not befit the agendas of international advocacy networks. What are the
chances to harness the Internet for creating an alternative advocacy platform and take
the cause directly to the public, the media and the international policy-making forum?
At first sight, it looks like the Internet provides ideal tools to cut out intermediaries of
any kind: After all, setting up a website is by now relatively easy and inexpensive. As
mentioned before, various free services are available online, ranging from web-based
E-mail accounts and mailing list tools to website building toolkits and free hosting
services. Also, many established discussion fora are un-moderated making it easy to
post statements, which do not undergo editorial control. Moreover, inexpensive oneto-many communication afforded by E-mail makes it possible to distribute a
statement to hundreds or even thousands of media outlets and policy makers in a
relatively effortless manner.
While these scenarios suggest opportunities for a radically democratized articulation
in the digital arena, two fundamental problems stand in the way of genuine
disintermediation:


Information glut – attention poverty: The amount of information stored on
and flowing through the Internet has reached truly monumental dimensions. 34
This information glut meets a relatively constant capacity and willingness to
gather and process information on the part of the user. If the bottleneck was
ever availability of information, it has now shifted to attention.35



Reputation problem: The democratization of online publishing has lead to an
impressive but equally bewildering plurality of news sources, voices, and
eyewitness reports.
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Conventional systems of quality assurance and verification as cultivated and
institutionalized in the editorial process and brand journalism are being bypassed.
The liberation from editorial control and corporate journalism comes with a loss of
reputation and trust.36 This is not to say that the signifiers for quality information are
forever linked to specific gatekeepers. But they are scarce, need to be earned hard and
underscore the persisting importance of intermediaries. Taken together, information
glut, attention poverty and the reputation imperative create a very difficult
environment for gaining voice in the online environment as indicated by a number of
worrisome trends:
The Fading Novelty of E-mail
In the early days of the Internet, E-mail appeared to be a fabulous tool to bypass
hierarchies of all kinds and convey information straight to the desired contact. Highlevel representatives of government, bureaucracies or media would make their E-mail
addresses available and invite direct contact in order to showcase their openness and
progressiveness. With the popularity of E-mail rising rapidly and daily E-mail
volumes for important decision makers in the hundreds, these open-access policies
have become ever less feasible. It is probably fair to say that by now the handling of
unsolicited E-mail has been institutionalized along the conventional lines of office
routines and information consolidation through analysts and administrative staff.37
The Enduring Primacy of the Issue-attention Cycle
Much hope of an Internet led democratization has been fueled by some early
successes of grass-root organization to harness the Internet for drawing public
attention to their cause. The Zapatista uprising in Chiapas provides probably the most
prominent example.38 However, it is more than doubtful whether a similar campaign
today might be able to mimic this early success story. The Zapatista uprising enjoyed
a considerable first-mover advantage in the use of the new media. Rather than facing
overcrowded “infotainment” spaces it found a receptive early adopter audience,
excited to explore the novelty of the Internet and its applications in “meat space”
struggles. Moreover, the use of highly sophisticated technology by a jungle-based,
people‟s movement provided an unrivalled icon for the hopes and dreams associated
with the magic bullet Internet, a notion that fared well at that time. The “jungle-high
tech” contrast was found highly newsworthy in itself. By now all this enthusiasm has
faded somewhat. In the times of cyber sobriety and ubiquitous cyber activism the
rules of the news and issue-attention cycle can be expected to bite again.39 All-out
cyber mobilization in combination with significant offline activities, such as the
recent Seattle activities, might manage to refocus attention on cyber campaigns for a
limited period of time. The main focus at the writing of this article however has
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moved to alleged cyber wars and virus attacks. Internet direct actions proliferate.
They become increasingly routine events from the perspective of news coverage and
no longer manage to garner much attention beyond the established circles of activism
and engagement
The Staying Power of Brand Names, Gatekeepers and Resource Rich Content
Providers
Established information providers such as the major newswires and media
conglomerates have in many cases successfully leveraged their scale advantages in
news production and syndication into the online world.40 The explosion of online
information stands in stark contrast to the extraordinary concentration of web traffic
on a small number of portal sites.41 While a few new online information portals have
gained prominence, they rarely build up extensive capacities for in-house content
production or journalistic research, but mostly rely on news feeds from a limited
number of established newswires. Likewise the proliferation of e-commerce sites has
turned portal websites that aggregate large user groups into coveted online billboards.
Online advertising prices have skyrocketed, making it nearly impossible for civil
society content to have a link to their sites placed prominently on one of the big
online portals.
The Non-Transparent Organizing of Meta-Information Online
No authoritative meta-directory structures information in cyberspace. Users navigate
with the help of domain names and private search engines, which only manage to
catalogue a portion of the Internet. Keyword searches operate with non-transparent
index and search techniques that effectively put the visibility of websites at the
discretion of search engines. Some search operators have embarked on a dubious
practice to sell off premium spots in their listings rather than rely on an automated
search heuristic. Often these commercial placings are poorly marked as such. The
user is presented with a mélange of search hits and advertising, while expecting an
impartial execution of her search.42
Walled Gardens
New business models for the Internet are geared towards the creation of alliances
between content and conduit providers. Internet access and service providers
increasingly team up with large media conglomerates in the hope of exploiting
synergies through cross-promotion and customer sharing. The recent Time WarnerAOL merger is a harbinger for the type of marriages between content and conduit to
come. Through various design mechanisms Internet users are lured to spend as much
online time as possible within the proprietary content space instead of clicking off
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into the wider Internet. These so-called walled gardens are not a distant scenario but
have already become reality. As news reports revealed AOL has imposed a number of
contractual obligations on Disney, a major content provider to the AOL portal site. In
order to minimize the number of people leaving the AOL compound, AOL demanded
that Disney keeps the number of external hyperlinks from its pages limited and
included the right to financial compensation in case more than 25% of people would
follow external links from the Disney site.43 In the near future content discrimination
on the Internet will go far beyond web design issues. Current mobile Internet
technologies (WAP) and some forms of high speed Internet diverge from the open
access principle that has laid the foundations for content plurality on the Internet in
the first place. WAP gateways for example only give users access to content
providers that have signed up with their mobile access operator. Similarly, owners of
high-speed infrastructure are not mandated to provide open access to their networks
for all Internet service providers, thereby adding another layer of gatekeeping.44

6.

The Political Dimension of the Digital Divide

As this brief enumeration indicates, the list of barriers to stand-alone online
representation is comprehensive. The hurdles for civil society organizations from
developing countries to independently gain significant visibility and attention for an
underrepresented standpoint are formidable. The chances to provide a widely
recognized alternative framing of issues that makes its way onto the negotiation table
of global governance regimes are dim.
Again the plurality of visible opinions hinges on old and new gatekeepers and is
severely narrowed by the economies of news production and the well-known
psychology of the issue-attention dynamics. To put it very bluntly: the fact that
websites can be set up easily does by itself as much or little to increase media
presence as the acquisition of a phone.
It is interesting to note, that, while we embarked on the argument from the perspective
of underrepresented civil society in developing countries, the very same challenges
also apply to the voice of civil society in general. The opportunities afforded by new
communication and information technologies with regard to a voice for civil society
in global governance is not so much a question of ICT resources, but of sensible
media and communication policies. The Internet is not a substitute for committed
anti-trust policies that curb concentration, for far-sighted communication policies that
guarantee open access to the conduits, for media regulations that mandate a
transparent difference between commercial promotion and impartial information.
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These are just a few items for a media agenda, which in principle is not new, but has
become longer and acquired a new taste of urgency through the advent of the
Internet.45 The well-known structural imbalances that have long distorted the
distribution of media might around the world are not suspended but continue to
mould information and communication flows in the Internet age.
Moreover, the efficacy with which civil society can use ICT to contribute to global
governance processes and enhance their democratic legitimacy hinges on a conducive
procedural framework underpinning international regimes themselves. A narrow
fixation on electoral accountability is not helpful in this context. As Nye and Keohane
have noted, the opening of a public space for deliberation, which interfaces with the
actual decision making process in the broadest way possible can significantly enhance
input legitimacy. On a procedural level this includes stepping up substantive
consultative processes with civil society, the opportunity to file amicus briefs,
rigorous transparency not only for policy outputs, but also for the negotiating
processes itself.46 ICT can greatly support these efforts through a variety of means
such as online consultations, online posting of proceedings, automated notification of
feedback deadlines etc. ICT however cannot substitute for reluctance on the part of
governments and international organizations to increase transparency and strengthen
accountability.
Summing up, policy-makers that are serious about maximizing the opportunities from
ICT towards a new culture of democratic legitimacy in global decision-making
process should be aware of their responsibilities:


Domestic ones, in order to enable a thriving civil society;



International ones, in order to increase the plurality and visibility in the
global information space; and,



Global regime ones for the case of global governance reform towards greater
public deliberation, transparency and accountability.

Taken together this is the critical political dimension of the digital divide when it
comes to delivering on the democratic promise of ICT in global governance regimes.
Similar points for the overriding importance of policies and regulatory frameworks
could be made for other applications for ICT. Economic participation in globalized
Business-to-Business marketplaces, for example, faces formidable policy challenges
in the form of anti-trust issues, access to intellectual property, deployed software
standards in payments systems, privacy regulations etc.
As long as the developmental rhetoric about the digital divide confines itself mainly
to questions of ICT resources and market liberalization and shirks these more
uncomfortable issues, it rather reeks of a project to ensure the continued growth of
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ICT exports than a sincere effort to bridge divides and help developing countries
realize the potential of ICTs. Or to end on a more upbeat note:
The digital divide and the question of how to channel the novel information
technologies towards human development could be a welcome opportunity to revisit
some more fundamental structural asymmetries that are at the root of not only the
digital but many other divides and hence to reinvigorate a policy debate that moves
beyond simplistic ideas of open markets and limited resource transfers to sufficient
guarantors to reap the benefits of technological advances on an equitable basis.

DISCLAIMER: The views expressed in this article are views of the author only and
should by no means be associated with UNDP.
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